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The notion of ‘social investment’ firstly appeared in 
the leadership election of the ruling party conference 
on Feb. 2006
‘Social investment’ was announced as a major 
government strategy in the president speech in 2006 
& 2007
Child Development Fund (Child Trust Fund) & 
Heemang Start (Sure Start) implemented in 2006
Joint symposium of a number of academic 
associations on social investment on Feb. 2007 and 
many others followed
A number of prospective candidates for presidential 
election stated ‘social investment state’ as their 
political vision



‘a process in which knowledge about policies, 
administrative arrangements, institutions etc. in 
one time and/or place is used in the development 
of policies, administrative arrangements and 
institutions in another time and/or place.’ 
(Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996, p. 344)
Over past two decades, globalization, technological 
development, growing role of international 
agencies increasingly impact on individual states 
and create new opportunity structure of policy 
transfer (Dolowitz & Marsh, 2000; Banks et al, 
2005; Evans, 2004)



A dependent or an independent variable? ‘if one 
wishes to use policy transfer to explain policy 
outcomes, then one also needs to explain what 
causes transfer’ (Dolowitz & Marsh, 2000, p. 8).
Policy transfer should be restricted to action-
oriented intentional learning: ‘remarkable 
phenomena not otherwise explained’ (Evans & 
Davies, 1999) 
Therefore, motivations are far more important in 
the process of transfer and complex than 
voluntary-coercive continuum



Why do actors engage in policy transfer? 
Who are the key actors involved in the policy 
transfer process? 
What is transferred? 
From where are lessons drawn? 
What are the different degree of transfer? 
What restricts or facilitates the policy transfer 
process?
How is the process of policy transfer related 
to policy ‘success’ or policy ‘failure’? 

(Dolowitz & Marsh, 1996; 2000)



Policy transfer network: Membership (number of 
participants, type of interest), Integration (frequency of 
interaction, continuity, consensus), Resources (distribution 
of resources within network, & within organisation), and 
Power (Evans, 2004, p. 49)
12 stages: Problem recognition ⇒ The search for ideas ⇒ 
contact with potential agents of transfer ⇒ The emergence 
of an information feeder network ⇒ Cognition and 
reception (identification of agents of transfer) ⇒ The 
emergence of a policy transfer network ⇒ Elite and 
cognitive mobilization (agenda setting) ⇒ Interaction ⇒ 
Evaluation of options ⇒  Decision enters formal policy 
stream ⇒ Formal policy processes ⇒ Implementation to 
outcome (Evans & McComb, 2004, p. 50)



Dolowitz and Marsh (1996): the media, reports, 
conferences, visits and government statements
They are sources of learning rather than 
sources of proof (Evans & Davies, 1999)
“Proof of policy transfer may be more difficult 
than is commonly assumed by those arguing 
that it is on the increase. This is because 
rigorous validation would demand excellent 
access to key informants, which is often 
beyond the reach of policy scientists.” (Evans, 
2004, p. 40)



Policy transfer from the United States to 
Britain is particularly well documented
Fewer studies on policy transfer from 
developed (Western) centuries to developing 
(non-Western) countries or among 
developing countries
“Relatively few existing studies identify the 
process directly; rather, they describe the 
transfer of ideas or policies between 
countries without analyzing and explaining 
the processes involved” (Dolowitz, 2000)



Searching media sources, speeches, events 
and analyze them in order to collect basic 
information about the process of transfer and 
find out different motivations and 
understanding
Semi-structured interview of key informants: 
academics, bureaucrats, and aids
◦ Motivation and starting point
◦ Interpretation and activity
◦ Snowballing and solving puzzle (cross-examination)



Politicians

Government

Academia

•MPs
•Ministers

•Advisory groups 
(academia)

•Bureaucrats

•Individual Professors 
& researchers

•Think tanks



Interviewees Status (in previous 
government)

Role in transfer

Kim, Y-M Professor (non-official 
advisory role)

Key player (policy 
entrepreneur)

Im, C-W Researcher (advisory role to 
individual politicians)

Key player (policy 
entrepreneur)

Kim, S-H Professor (secretary to the 
president)

Observer

Nam, C-S Professor (director in 
presidential committee)

Observer

Official A Chief director in MHW Major role (bureaucrat)
Secretary A Secretary to the president Observer



Im, C
(researc
her)

Kim, Y
(visiting 
scholar)

Rho, M
(president)

Ryu, S
(minister & 
politician)

MOHW Other 
depart
ments

Other 
academics

Other 
politicians

(former 
ministers)

Kim, D
(leadership 
candidate)

Academia
Government

Politicians



Disillusion after two decades since democratization
◦ Bipolarization of society: increasing inequality in income 

and employment (increase in highest- and lowest-
income jobs and decrease in middle-income jobs)

◦ Growing insecurity of employment: 46% of employees 
are temporary workers (11.5% of managers and 20.4% of 
technicians) (Shin, 2008)

Presidential election (Dec. 2007)
◦ Widespread dissatisfaction about the government 

(supporting rate about 20%)
◦ Discussion about ‘87 regime’ among intellectuals and 

politicians  (e.g. ‘2008 new developmental regime’)



Im. C. Kim. Y. Government
“After the 20-year process 
of the dismantlement 
since the democratization, 
today, our society requires 
new vision for social 
cohesion pursuing 
individual freedom and 
equality of community. 
Social investment state is 
a viable and powerful 
alternative for growth and 
social cohesion. … This 
model should be ‘Korean 
Economic-Social Model’ … 
” (Im, 2007: introduction)

“I found ‘social 
investment 
state’ is very 
useful discourse 
to persuade 
conservative 
block in Korea 
obsessive to 
economic 
growth 
”(interview)

“Presidential office 
didn’t have particular 
interest about ‘social 
investment’ because we 
already had ‘Vision
2030’” (Kim, S. 
interview)
“However, no one 
actually opposed to 
‘social investment state’ 
after ‘Vision 2030’ was 
heavily criticized by 
conservative media” 
(Secretary A. interview)



Understanding Contents of transfer Who involved
rhetoric Saying ‘social investment’ 

rather than ‘social 
welfare’

Other politicians & 
government department

discourse New approach in social 
policy as ‘investment’ 
beyond ‘tax & spending’

Rho, M.

Policy package 
(strategy)

CDA, Heemang start, 
health investment 
policies

Ryu, S., Kim, Y. & other 
academics

State model New socio-economic 
model of Korea

Im, C.



Ideology transfer in political transition
◦ Comprehensive level of policy transfer is likely to happen in 

political transition (e.g. between Thatcher and Reagan, and Blair 
and Clinton government)

◦ Policy transfer in social transition (Ivanova & Evans, 2004) might 
be much wider but not usual

Complexity in policy transfer network
◦ Policy transfer network share basic consensus but it is not 

homogenous
◦ Different groups and agencies in the network can have different 

motivations and understanding in the process
◦ This differences can influence outcome of the transfer
Non-transfer? Transfer failure?
◦ ‘Social investment’ quickly disappeared after the presidential 

election 
◦ Examination about non-transfer also depends on different 

understanding by different agencies
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